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RL Stevenson in the Cévennes,1878
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St Germain-de-Calberte, Lozère 
“Relais Stevenson”

• Le premier cercle: “…la première couche, est historique, et elle concerne les 
camisards, en tant qu’homologues des covenantaires écossais…”

• Le deuxième cercle: “…est l’ordre ‘religieux’ (j’emploie le terme dans un sens très 
large, existentiel)…. Dans les Cévennes il [Stevenson] traverse un paysage 
biblique …

• Le troisième cercle:  “… est d’ordre géopoétique  … Le monde ouvert. 
Biocosmopoétique, géopoétique. Tout est là … on peut parler d’une existence 
unifiée. C’est quelque chose de cette nature qui, pas après pas, phase après phase, 
image après image, a lieu dans le livre cévenol de Stevenson.”
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Emigrant ship
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William McTaggart The Sailing 
of the Emigrant Ship

Eviction 1895
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Yours & Ours

St Peter’s
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Nae mair Clearances

Tom 
Forsyth
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Map of Scotland

Vladi Eigg
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Schellenberg
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My Properties – Kenneth White

I’m a landowner myself after all

I have twelve acres of

white silence

up at the back

of my skull.
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Eigg Trust

Evictions
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Angus meeting (copy)

The Guardian,
9 June 1997, p. 3
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Geo clippings

Fundraising
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Buyout

Eigg 1997
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Fairley St
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Govan Youth

Workshop
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Fairley St

Squinty Bridge
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Reconnecting with the River

“As I looked me alone/ I saw a river rin ….” 

- Alexander Montgomerie (16th c.)

A late afternoon in Govan

at the junction of the Clyde and the Kelvin

rain falling on sullen stone

floating on the dark, dank waters

one lone mute swan.

GalGael Boat
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Inquiry flagship
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Montage Redland

Roineabhal from Rodel
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John Lievers
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“Kenneth White, Professor of 20th Century Poetics at the 
Sorbonne, is one powerful Scottish voice speaking to the 
relationship between ontology and nature. He writes about the 
poetics of deep relationship with place …”
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“Elements of 
Geopoetics”

“There you have 
almost pure 
geopoetics… It is in 
those rock piles that 
the poetics lie…. 

“Poetry, geography 
– and a higher unity: 
geopoetics…”

Edinburgh Review, 88, 
Summer 1992.

Kenneth White – Geopoetics
a higher unity of geography & poetry

“Again, I am not suggesting that we celebrate any mountain 
goddess. I am suggesting that we try and get back an earth-sense, a 
ground sense, and a freshness of the world such as those men, 
those Finn-men, knew when they moved over an earth from which 
the ice had just recently receded. This is the dawn of geopoetics.”
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Roineabhal runes

Roineabhal RIP
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Eagle totem

Stone Eagle Roineabhal
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3 Men

Job
Liberation Theology

Job 12: 1-9

1  And Job answered and said…
7  ... ask now the beasts, and they 

shall teach thee; and the fowls 
of the air, and they shall tell 
thee:

8  Or speak to the Earth, and it 
shall teach thee: and the fishes 
of the sea shall declare unto 
thee.

9  Who knoweth not in all these 
that the hand of the LORD 
hath wrought this?
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Walter Brueggemann on 
“Prophetic Imagination” 

“Do not remember former things.

Behold, I am doing a new thing.”

(Isaiah 43:18-19)

“…. actions that were discernable and spoken precisely by these 
persons with their enormous prophetic imagination. These poets 
not only discerned the new actions of God that others did not 
discern, but they wrought the new actions of God by the power 
of their imagination, their tongues, their words. New poetic 
imagination evoked new realities in the community.”

Inquiry Media
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W/draw support

Massive swing
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FT

Just say Non
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Thierry on Roineabhal

WWF Lafarge
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Lafarge @ Roineabhal

WWF Lafarge
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Philipp
e

“We have to create value for shareholders, but we want to do 
it by respecting some values. The combination of both dictates 
our decisions. We recognise that if we are acting in the best 
possible way from an environmental standpoint, we will get a 
competitive advantage.” 

Philippe Hardouin, Senior Vice President 

Group Communications, Lafarge, 2 April 2004.

Summit 
rock
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Stone Eagle at Callanais

Sweatlodge
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The Rock

St Clements
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Group on top

3 rocks
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Replacing the rock

Handshake
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Roinebhal from Manish

La vie de 
l’ecosse 

audjourdhui

Le troisième cercle:  “… 
est d’ordre géopoétique  
… Le monde ouvert. 
Biocosmopoétique, 
géopoétique. Tout est là 
… on peut parler d’une 
existence unifiée. C’est 
quelque chose de cette 
nature qui, pas après pas, 
phase après phase, image 
après image, a lieu dans… 
le livre cévenol de 
Stevenson.”


